
Only the Strong Survive! 
 

Grade Level: 3 
 
Subject: Science 
 
GPS: S3L1a,b,d 
 
Time Required: 1 hour 
 
Setting: Outdoors/Indoors 
 
Materials:  
 Copies of Features of Plants sheet 
 Drawing paper 
 Colored pencils or crayons  
 
Objectives:  
 Students will learn the different habitats of Georgia and some of the organisms that live there. 
Students will learn the features of plants that allow them to survive in different regions and habitats of 
Georgia. 
 
Vocabulary: 
 Habitat – the place or environment where a plant can survive 
 Native Plant – a plant that occurs naturally in a specific area 
 Non-Native Invasive Plant – a fast-growing plant that is brought into an area where it  
  does not live naturally and results in an adverse effect on the environment 
 Adaptation – a special part or function of a plant that helps it survive 
 Invasive Plant – a plant that spreads quickly in a habitat thus competing with other plants for 
  survival   
 
Background: 
 Georgia can be divided into five habitats: mountains, Piedmont, marsh/swamp, coast, and 
Atlantic Ocean. Each habitat varies in landforms, soil type, water features, and temperature. Although 
some of the plants and animals in these different habitats are the same, many are very different and can 
only survive in a very specific habitat. The organisms have distinct features or adaptations that enable 
them to survive in an environment where others cannot. Some features that help plants survive are 
listed on the attached sheet. Scientists have discovered that most non-native invasive plants have 
numerous features that help them survive; whereas most native plants have only a few. For this reason, 
non-native invasive plants can cause great harm to the habitats of Georgia by causing the depletion or 
even extinction of native plants, thus destroying the balance of the ecosystem. 
 
Discussion: 
 Define habitat and discuss the differences among the habitats in Georgia and the differences 
among the organisms that live there. Using the Features of Plants checklist, identify some of the 
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adaptations that enable plants to survive. Define native and non-native plants and the importance of 
native plants to a habitat. 
 
Outdoor Activity: 
 Take the students on a walk around the schoolyard or go to a nearby park. Using the plant 
features checklist, have the students check off the features that they see which help a plant to survive. 
Resources such as Master Gardeners from your local extension service can assist with the walk and 
help identify plant features as well as native and non-native plants. Note: If the students cannot 
recognize poison ivy, tell them not to touch the plants. 
  
Indoor Activity: 
 Read the Alien Invaders Story to the students.  
Alien Invaders Story: 
 Imagine that a special report is on the TV news stating that spaceships have landed in the 
different habitats of Georgia. Aliens have been seen digging up plants and placing them in containers. 
In describing the aliens, reporters state seeing the alien feet covered with dry mud that falls off, leaving 
a trail behind as they walk. After the aliens finish collecting plants, they board their spacecraft and fly 
away, never to return.  
 Several months later, you notice that strange looking plants are growing on the playground. 
You realize that they are growing exactly where the aliens had walked and left behind their trail of 
mud. Little did you know that these aliens had been scientists from another planet that were visiting 
many different worlds to collect and study plants. As they walked across your school playground, the 
alien scientists had unknowingly left behind mud from other worlds they had visited. Stuck in this mud 
were plant seeds from many strange and faraway planets. Now these alien plants are starting to grow. 
 Draw a picture of what you believe these alien plants might look like. Remember these plants 
will have features that will enable them to survive and grow in the harsh habitat known as your school 
playground. This environment is very hostile and includes hard dry soil with few nutrients, hot sun 
baked summers, cold windy winters, students that trample the plants, and insects that eat them. What 
features will this plant need in order to survive on the playground and populate similar habitats of 
Georgia? Share your ideas with your classmates. 
 Have the students discuss what will happen to a native plant if its habitat changed. For example, 
if a non-native invasive plant such as kudzu begins growing in a forest, what happens to the trees, or if 
man cuts down all the trees, where will the birds make their nests? 
 
Evaluation:  
 Have the students match a plant adaptation to a Georgia habitat. 
 
Extension: 
 Divide the class into groups of three. Assign each group a habitat found in Georgia. Have them 
brainstorm the features a plant needs to survive in each Georgia habitat.

References: 
 http://www.gaeppc.org/list.cfm 
 http://www.invasive.org/ 
 http://dictionary.reference.com/ 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page 
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 Nonnative Invasive Plants of Southern Forests by James H Miller
 http://www.gwf.org/resources/wildlifehabitats/invasives.html 
 http://www.innatfolkston.com/nec/garden.htm 
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Features of Plants 
Plants have special features that help them survive.  

Check the features below that you see on a plant.  
 
 
Plants can be “armed and dangerous”. 
 
     thorns or spines for protection from 
       being eaten 
 
     contain harsh chemicals for 
       protection from being eaten or from 
       other plants growing too close 
 

 
Plants can conserve water. 
 
     thick leaves for storing water 
 
     waxy leaves to slow down water loss 
 
     deep, long root for collecting water 
        during a drought 

 
Plants can be “pushy and selfish”. 
 
     fast growing to take food, water, and 
       space from other plants 
 
     grow very thick to block sunlight 
       from other plants 
 

 
Plants can make food year round. 
 
     evergreen leaves 
 
     evergreen stems can make food if 
       leaves are eaten by animals 

 
Plants can reproduce easily. 
 
     make large numbers of seeds 
 
     edible seeds so animals will deposit 
       them far from the mother plant 
 
     sticky seeds so animals will carry 
       them far from the mother plant 
 
     seeds that are spread far from the 
       mother plant by wind or water 
 

 
Plants can produce flowers. 
 
     brightly colored flowers to attract 
       pollinators 
 
     fragrant flowers to attract pollinators

 
*Remember, a non-native invasive plant usually has many more features to help it survive 
than a native plant. This fact can be very harmful to native plants and animals and their 

habitat. 
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